Short Courses
from HIT
The hospitality industry’s
expert trainer

HIT
Training

Give your team
the best chance to shine
If you’re looking for professional hospitality short courses, you’ve
come to the right place. Our high standards and innovative approach
are evidenced by our acclaimed Chef Academy for training fine dining
chefs, Hospitality Academy for polishing the skills of hospitality staff,
and Management Academy for developing your future leaders.
Our classroom-based short courses and workshops are tailored to the particular needs
of hospitality employers and are carefully crafted to hone and develop the skills of both
staff and managers. They also complement our apprenticeship programmes, giving
learners the skills to mentor other apprentices and colleagues in their workplace.
Employers especially welcome the relevant knowledge of our expert trainers, all of
whom are sector specialists with occupational experience of their chosen subject.
Most courses are held at the client’s convenience at their place of work. Sometimes,
if specialist equipment is needed, the training is delivered at a dedicated centre.
On completing one of our short courses, attendees leave with a Learning
Transfer Pack. This electronic resource contains templates and useful information
which enable your team members to incorporate their new skills back into
the workplace to ensure the learning lives on in your organisation.
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Our
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Coaching and
Mentoring Skills
Level 3
Duration:

3 days
plus 1 day
consultancy
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-8

£3750 + VAT
per course*

Aimed at:
People who want to develop coaching skills to enable them to better
manage individuals or a team.

Course outline:
This ILM certificated workshop develops the skills of all staff
members who have the potential within their normal work duties
to carry out coaching. Coaching is a mutually beneficial means of
encouraging a coachee to identify ‘where they are now’ and to help
them identify and move to ‘where they want to be’. The main principle
of coaching is that the coachee has the ability to make choices and
take control of their learning journey.

Duration:

3 days
plus 4 days+
consultancy
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

6-8

£6000 + VAT
per course*
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3 days plus
2 days+
consultancy
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

5-8

◗ Coaching models
◗ Contracting and ethics
◗ Recording and reviewing
coaching

Aimed at:
Senior managers or HR/Organisational Development professionals who
want to develop their expertise and credibility in the fields of coaching
and mentoring.

This ILM certificated practical workshop enables delegates to
develop their executive coaching skills. This covers experiential learning
and the opportunity to practice and develop the key skills required in
delivering meaningful and successful internal and external executive
management coaching.

Course content:
◗ Identifying theoretical
coaching models
◗ Different coaching practice
considerations
◗ Strategic communication skills

◗
◗
◗
◗

Different coaching contexts
Advanced coaching models
Contracting and ethics
Recording and reviewing
coaching

* Plus registration, certification and expenses if required

Aimed at:
People who want to develop management coaching skills to enable
them to become a better manager.

Course outline:
This ILM certificated workshop develops the skills of all staff members
who have the potential within their normal work duties to carry out
coaching. Coaching is a mutually beneficial means of encouraging a
coachee to identify ‘where they are now’ and to help them identify and
move to ‘where they want to be’. The main principle of coaching is that the
coachee has the ability to make choices and take control of their learning
journey. The course is suitable for managers with significant responsibility
for coaching and mentoring as part of their day-to-day role. It also
provides support for those who are planning to move into a development
role in an organisation or start a career as a freelance coach and mentor.

Course content:
◗ Identifying skills, principles
and practice of effective
management
◗ Coaching and mentoring skills
◗ Management coaching or
mentoring in the workplace

Management
Development
Programme
Duration:

Course outline:
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Duration:

£4500 + VAT
per course*

Course content:
◗ Identifying what coaching is
◗ Rapport building
◗ Communication skills

Executive
Coaching and
Mentoring Level 7

Coaching and
Mentoring Skills
Level 5

4 days
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-12

£3500 + VAT

◗ Communication skills
◗ Management coaching
models
◗ Contracting and ethics
◗ Recording and reviewing
management coaching

Aimed at:
People who wish to develop their managerial skills.

Course outline:
Short and intense, this practical course is an ideal way to kickstart an
aspirant manager’s career. It looks at a range of key areas including
self-awareness, self-regulation, building strong relationships, motivating
employees and social skills.

Course content:
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗

The importance of control
Self-efficacy
Managing stress
Managing time
Goal setting
Developing resilience
Creating trust in the team

* Plus registration, certification and expenses if required

◗ Managing accountability and
responsibility
◗ Providing feedback
◗ Making sure your employees
succeed
◗ Effective communication
◗ Dealing with conflict
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Training and
Delivery Skills
Duration:

3 days
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-6

Aimed at:
People who want to deliver off-job training to groups.

Course outline:
Endorsed by ILM, this practical workshop enables delegates
to develop their group training and presentation skills. It looks at
experiential learning and gives attendees the opportunity to practice
and develop the key skills required to deliver meaningful and successful
group off-the-job training.

On-Job Skills
Training and
Coaching
Duration:

3 days
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-6

Course content:

£3000 + VAT
per course*

Change and
Resilience
Duration:

2 days
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

6-12

£1250 + VAT
per course
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◗ Preparation, planning and
development of group training
sessions
◗ Delivering training that sticks

◗ Reviewing training
◗ Giving and receiving feedback

Aimed at:
All employees, particularly those who need to develop resilience in
order to cope with change in their organisation.

Course outline:
Delegates begin with a session on creative thinking and changing their
mindset to welcome change rather than resist it. The course covers
developing resilience in the individual and building in strategies and
procedures to produce smart teams, pro-active about change. The
course works best when the organisation’s teams are trained, rather
than individuals.

Course content:
◗
◗
◗
◗

Change your mindset
Self-belief
Self-efficacy
What happens when you
encounter change
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◗ Think and work smarter
◗ Build a pro-active team
◗ Develop strategies and
functions to reduce team
dysfunction during change

* Plus registration, certification and expenses if required

Aimed at:
Those who want to deliver one-to-one practical skills training
and coaching.

Course outline:
This practical workshop, endorsed by ILM, enables delegates to
develop their coaching skills. It improves understanding of experiential
learning and provides learners with the opportunity to practice and
develop their key skills in order to deliver meaningful and successful
one-to-one peer coaching.

Course content:

£3000 + VAT
per course*

Using Your
Brain to Beat
Stress and
Manage Time
Duration:

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

5-15

£750 + VAT
per course

◗ How to make learning stick
◗ Preparation, planning and
development of skills training
sessions

◗ Delivering interactive skills
training
◗ Giving and receiving feedback
◗ Coaching skills

Aimed at:
All levels of staff and experience who need skills to manage time and
beat stress.

Course outline:
This practical course takes a fresh look at time and stress
management, using the latest research. Delegates develop an
understanding of how the brain functions and use this to develop
strategies to help them manage their time and work at optimum stress
levels. The course offers organisations the opportunity to revisit time
and stress management with employees who are looking for new
strategies and ways of coping.

Course content:
◗ When to engage in activities
like prioritising and planning
that require significant mental
energy
◗ Understanding how much we
can remember
◗ The multi-tasking myth
◗ Strategies for ignoring
distractions

* Plus registration, certification and expenses if required

◗ Hitting the mental wall in
problem-solving
◗ How much stress we need to
stay alert
◗ Turning anger around
◗ Threat and reward responses
and how to use them in a
positive way
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Managing
Yourself –
Self-Awareness
Duration:

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-12

Aimed at:
Lower and middle managers who seek to refine their leadership and
management skills.

Course outline:
This one day course stands alone, but can also be completed with
the three other management skills workshops: Self-Regulation,
Understanding Management, and Managing People. It covers
developing self-awareness, the role of emotional intelligence in
management, and developing resilience.

Managing
Yourself –
Self-Regulation
Duration:

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-12

Course content:

£1000 + VAT
per course

◗ Understanding the term ‘SelfAwareness’ and using models
◗ Measuring your own selfawareness
◗ Using feedback to develop
self-awareness

Aimed at:
Lower and middle managers who wish to refine their leadership and
management skills.

Course outline:
Participants may attend this course on a stand-alone basis, or
complete it with the three other management skills workshops: SelfAwareness, Understanding Management, and Managing People.
Delegates explore the brain’s role in self-regulation and develop
strategies to manage their time, emotions and stress levels.

Course content:
◗ The role of emotional
intelligence in management
◗ Resilience and how to develop
it in yourself and others

£1000 + VAT
per course

◗ The brain’s role in selfregulation
◗ Managing your time including
prioritising and multi-tasking

◗ Reducing your stress levels
at work
◗ Managing your emotions

£ 500
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Understanding
Management
Duration:

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-15

£1000 + VAT
per course

Aimed at:
Lower and middle managers who seek to refine their leadership and
management skills.
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Duration:

Course outline:
This one day course stands alone, but can also be completed with
the three other management skills workshops: Self-Awareness, SelfRegulation, and Managing People. In the first session, delegates refine
their planning, leading, organising and controlling skills. Later they
spend time understanding social behaviour in the workplace and what
threatens and motivates their employees. The course also looks at the
SCARF (Status, Certainty, Autonomy, Relatedness, Fairness) model of
managing people.

Course content:
◗ The role of planning in
management and how to do
it well
◗ Developing essential
leadership skills
◗ Understanding the importance
of organising, including
delegating
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Managing
People

◗ Understanding the control
function
◗ The SCARF model and what
it teaches us about managing
others

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-12

£1000 + VAT
per course

Aimed at:
Lower and middle managers who wish to refine their leadership and
management skills.

Course outline:
Participants may attend this course on a stand-alone basis, or
complete it with the three other management skills workshops:
Self-Awareness, Self-Regulation, and Understanding Management.
Delegates learn how to motivate and inspire their employees, and how
to harness the positive energy at work. The course also helps delegates
create and maintain trust in their team.

Course content:
◗ The power of positivity and
how to harness it at work
◗ Motivating your employees

◗ Building and maintaining trust
in the team
◗ The importance of what you
feed back to others
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Customer
Service
Duration:

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

5-15

£750 + VAT
per course

Aimed at:
All levels of staff and experience within an organisation.

Course outline:
This versatile, practically-focused training course is designed to instil
best practice customer service skills into your members of staff. It
examines current behaviours and provides expert feedback and
direction, as required, to improve your staff’s ability to identify, meet and
even exceed the needs and wants of your customers. The course also
teaches your staff how to deal with complaints and other potentially
difficult situations in a polite, progressive manner that will maximise the
customer’s experience and encourage their ongoing loyalty. It is most
effective when supported by the commitment of the organisation’s
strategic and operational decision makers, so we can tailor the course
to your specific customer service requirements.

Typical content might include:
◗ Internal and external
customers
◗ Communication skills
◗ How to see your organisation
as a customer does

Selling Skills
Duration:

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-15

£750 + VAT
per course

Duration:

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

10

£750 + VAT
per course

Aimed at:
Any person wishing for a better understanding of business
communication techniques, especially customer facing staff
and managers.

Course outline:
The importance of self-awareness, self-management and empathy are
covered in this course. It outlines the key skills of emotional intelligence
and provides a good introduction into clean questioning and empathic
listening, as well as identifying the power and impact of positive non
verbal communication.

Course content:
◗ Understanding our own
emotions and making better
decisions as these emotions
occur
◗ Handling our own negative
emotions, turning them around
and learning from them
◗ Developing empathy
◗ Attuning ourselves to others’
experiences

◗ Learning to appreciate
and respect the emotional
experiences of another person
◗ Building and improving social
skills
◗ Empathic listening, clean
questioning and non verbal
communication

Aimed at:
Anyone in the organisation involved in sales or customer relations.

Course outline:
This short course takes a detailed, multi-faceted look at the selling
process. By teaching how to deal with the emotional implications of
selling (such as self-belief), we encourage delegates to focus on the
needs of the customer and how to identify ideal solutions to their
problems. Supported by the teaching of a number of sales and sales
management techniques, your staff will be able to maximise their skills
to take control of the whole sales process to facilitate longer term
success.

Course content:
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗

12

◗ Making an unforgettable
experience
◗ Turning complaints into
customer loyalty
◗ Customer surveys that work

Communication
Skills

Listen, solve and sell
What’s your USP?
Elevator speeches
The customer life cycle
Managing the sales pipeline
The Pareto 80:20 principle
and its impact on key
accounts
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◗ Me in the sales process:
Self-belief, self-talk and
achievement drive
◗ Making the sale
◗ Customer-focused selling
◗ Taking charge of future sales
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The Assessment
Centre’s Role in
Recruitment and
Development
Duration:

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

6-12

£750 + VAT
per course

A Manager’s
Guide to Conflict
Management
Duration:

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-15

£1000 + VAT
per course
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Aimed at:
All managers involved in recruitment and staff development who wish
to design and deliver assessment activities.

Course outline:
The day is run as an interactive workshop. Delegates learn how to
identify competencies, values and strengths in job roles. They design
an assessment session, develop valid and reliable tools to use in
the assessment centre and then practise using them. Delegates are
supplied with templates and an assessment practice guide to use back
in their workplace.

Course content:
◗ The value of assessment
centres
◗ Competencies - values or
strengths?
◗ Using the job description
◗ Design assessment activities

◗ Assessing a group activity
and developing the
assessment tool
◗ Taking it further - using the
assessment to develop
incumbent staff members

CompetencyBased
Interviewing
Skills
Duration:

1 day + 1 day
practical
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

5-12

£1500 + VAT
per course

Aimed at:
People who are tasked with recruitment and hiring in their organisations.

Course outline:
This highly practical course follows a structured approach to the
processes in recruitment and interviewing, from examining the
underpinning legislation, through preparatory activities including screening
and shortlisting applicants to designing interview questions. Finally, we
take a brief look at reference checking and employment contracts. The
course is based on the STAR (Situation, Task, Action, Result) approach to
competency-based interviewing and delegates are given the opportunity
to practise their skills in a mock interview on the second day.

Course content:
◗ Understanding the STAR
approach
◗ The difference between a
newly created position and a
replacement
◗ Developing a recruitment
budget
◗ Screening and shortlisting
applicants

◗ Using job descriptions and
person specifications to
design competency-based
interview questions
◗ Conducting the interview
◗ Reference checking and the
contract of employment

Aimed at:
Supervisors and managers who wish to better understand conflict,
develop conflict resolution skills and manage conflict in their
departments.

Course outline:
In this practical course, delegates are guided towards an understanding
of the nature of conflict in organisations and how to manage both its
positive and negative characteristics. Delegates learn how to recognise
the causes of conflict and how it can escalate, and have a chance to
practise their conflict resolution skills.

Course content:
◗ Positive and negative
characteristics of conflict
◗ The causes of conflict
◗ Reaction to conflict
◗ How conflict escalates
◗ Emotional awareness
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◗ Reading non-verbal
communication clues
◗ Using transactional awareness
to understand conflict
◗ Conflict management roles
◗ Mediation
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Business
Writing Skills
Duration:

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-15

Aimed at:
Any employees engaged in written communication who need to refine
their skills.

Accurate Minute
Taking
Duration:

Course outline:
Clear and effective communication rests on being able to plan your
communication around an understanding of your audience’s needs,
emphasising the message and setting the right tone. This practical
course offers grammatical and spelling tips and explains how to write
and format clear, effective letters, e-mails and reports.

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-15

£750 + VAT
per course

Managing
Procurement
Duration:

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

3-15

◗ Writing numbers
◗ Spelling tips
◗ Good verbal communication
skills
◗ Formatting your document

Anyone who develops agendas and takes minutes at meetings.

Course outline:
This hands-on course provides delegates with useful tips on how to
organise effective meetings. It covers designing and using agendas,
setting up the meeting venue, record taking and minute writing,
distributing minutes and storing them. Delegates are given templates to
use back at the office.

Course content:

Course content:
◗ Business communication rules
and knowing your audience
◗ Structuring your document
◗ Using the correct tone
◗ Apostrophes

Aimed at:

£750 + VAT
per course

◗ Designing the agenda
◗ Using the agenda to its best
advantage
◗ The minute writing process,
with time to practise

◗ Distributing minutes
◗ Storing minutes

Aimed at:
This course is aimed at the all-rounder in an SME, tasked with
managing the procurement function.

Course outline:
This course will give a breadth of information covering the nine steps in
the procurement process, from recognising and defining the need to
maintaining procurement records. Delegates will come away with an
improved understanding of procurement management.

Course content:

£750 + VAT
per course
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◗ Recognising and defining
the need
◗ Classifying the need
◗ Preparing the requisition
◗ Determining sources
◗ Selecting suppliers
◗ Preparing for a successful
negotiation
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◗ Expediting purchase
◗ Receiving and inspecting
purchases
◗ Approving invoices and
payment
◗ Maintaining records
◗ Contract requirements
◗ The legislative framework
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Essentials of
Food and
Beverage
Management
Duration:

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-12

£750 + VAT
per course

Reception and
Front Office
Duration:

2 days
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-12

Aimed at:
Those with no formal training who now wish to assume a supervisory
or middle management role in their organisation’s Food and Beverage
department.

Duration:

Course outline:
The course covers a wide range of Food and Beverage essential
areas to give budding managers a helpful introduction to the world of
food management. It can be combined with the Advanced Food and
Beverage Management course if delegates show interest and have the
required commitment.

Course content:
◗ Understanding the control
process
◗ Food safety
◗ Control points in the kitchen
and dining room

Advanced Food
and Beverage
Management

◗
◗
◗
◗
◗

Portion and yield control
Cost of sales percentage
Calculating the selling price
Basics of event management
Theft in the bar

Aimed at:
Those with no formal training who work in, or wish to work in,
Front Office.

1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-12

In this course, attendees will develop an understanding of the guest
cycle from choosing the destination and making a reservation to the
service offered to in-house guests, through to settlement and
checking out.

£750 + VAT
per course

Food Safety and
Kitchen Hygiene
1 day
Number of Delegates
(Min/Max):

4-15

Course content:

£1250 + VAT
per course
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◗ Understanding the guest cycle
◗ What guides consumer
decision-making
◗ Listening to the guest
◗ Dealing with difficult people
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◗ Encouraging repeat business
◗ Giving your guest more than
they expect
◗ Your role in Front Office

Those with no formal training who now wish to assume a supervisory
or middle management role in their organisation’s Food and Beverage
department.

Course outline:
The course follows on from Essentials of Food and Beverage
Management, and offers further insight into the duties of a Food and
Beverage Manager.

Course content:

Duration:

Course outline:

Aimed at:

£750 + VAT
per course*

◗ Menu engineering
◗ Menu design

◗ Inventory and inventory control
◗ Scheduling labour

Aimed at:
Anyone who works with food, including managers, looking for a highly
practical course.

Course outline:
Based on Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) guidelines,
the course takes delegates through the critical control points from
menu planning to cleaning. Entry-level workers understand what
underpins the rules; managers understand how to develop and
manage procedures. In a workshop setting, delegates develop correct
procedures for each critical control point and receive a full set of
templates to use back at work including kitchen inspection checklists,
temperature checking, receiving and refrigeration logs, posters on the
temperature danger zone and washing hands.

Course content:
◗ Potentially hazardous foods
◗ Diseases in food and how to
prevent them
◗ What micro-organisms need
to survive

* Plus registration, certification and expenses if required

◗ The temperature danger zone
◗ HACCP critical control points
◗ Developing procedures for
critical control points

hittraining.co.uk | 0800 093 5892
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Academy
Workshops

Interactive and practical workshops build on
key and basic skills to give insightful and current
technical product knowledge, enabling the learners
to return to their place of work with refreshed
confidence in their ability to better prepare, serve and
promote the product or service in question, a key
business benefit for each delegate’s employer.
Workshops are hosted primarily at partnered client sites and
suppliers, such as cookery schools, breweries, vineyards,
distilleries and roasteries. This adds authenticity to the
learners’ experiences, and takes them away from their usual
work place environment. This also provides commercial
benefits for the hosting organisation, so it’s a win-win.

Closed Academies
Workshops can easily be adapted to a client’s specific
needs and location, such as their food offer, beer
offer, wine and cocktail menus, coffee lists and unique
customer service protocols. The participation of the
client, and potentially their suppliers (if not in-house),
in the delivery of the workshops adds relevance
and application to their business requirements.

20
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Price on

application

The HIT Chef Academy is an innovative training
model for the culinary stars of the future. It aims
to meet the rising demand for highly skilled chefs
resulting from the growth in fine dining in the UK
over the last two decades.
The academy is headed by Paul Mannering, Academy
Principal, and run by expert chef trainers at locations
across the country, the training programme brings
together the very best in culinary excellence to provide
chefs with the highest quality training, development and
learning in the industry.

Offal Workshop
As a food group, offal is high in flavour and packed full of nutrients so
it has earned a rightful place in the menus of eateries around the world.
Whether you’re cooking with kidneys, liver and heart, or black pudding,
brain, pigs’ trotters, sweetbreads, tongue, cheek, tail and tripe, offal
offers great potential to create tasty, new dishes as well as age-old
favourites. In this practical workshop, we’ll hone your skills in:

Preparation Methods:
Cutting and Slicing, Marinating/Seasoning, Coating with Flour,
Skinning, Trimming, Blending and Mincing

Cooking Methods:
Grilling, Griddling, Shallow Frying, Boiling, Braising, Poaching,
Combining Cooking Methods, Baking, Steaming, Bain Marie, Sautéing

Extension:
Making a Stock, Jus Roti/Jus Lie, Vegetable Components and Garnish,
Red Onion Marmalade

Vegetable Protein and Vegetables Workshop

Bakery and Patisserie Workshop

Delicious, nutritious and versatile, vegetables and vegetable proteins,
including soya, quorn, seitan and tofu, are increasingly incorporated by
chefs into their mainstream menu planning. Loaded with healthy fibres
that naturally improve digestion, low in cholesterol and saturated fats,
and rich in vitamins and minerals, this important food group offers huge
potential for creating tasty and exciting meat-free savoury dishes. This
hands on workshop will look at:

A skilled chef who knows how to prepare and present a range of
delicious, tempting, eye-catching bakery and patisserie products will
always be in demand. There are many offerings to incorporate into your
menus. Choose from an array of cakes, biscuits, sponges and scones;
and several pastry options including short, sweet, suet and choux,
not to mention the uber-handy convenience pastry. This hands on
workshop will cover:

Preparation Methods:

Preparation Methods:

Soaking, Washing, Stewing, Straining

Weighing and Measuring, Sieving, Mixing and Kneading, Proving,
Knocking Back, Shaping

Cooking Methods:
Boiling, Braising, Steaming, Deep Frying, Roasting, Baking,
Frying, Sautéing

Cooking Methods:
Baking, Frying, Glazing, Icing, Filling, Decorating

Extension:
Crème Anglaise, Crème Patisserie, Ganache, Fruit Preparation, Piping
Skills, Poaching Pears, Macerating Fruit
22
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Price on

application

Bread and Dough Workshop

Shellfish and Fish Workshop

With dough skills and a dash of creativity, a chef can choose to prepare
hundreds of sweet and savoury breads, for meals enjoyed at breakfast
and bed time, and any time between. The doughs from which most
breads will be created are soda bread dough, bread dough, naan
bread/pitta dough, pizza dough and enriched dough. In this practical
workshop, we’ll look at:

The ocean provides us with some of the most delicious and versatile
cooking ingredients with a vast range of flavours from delicate to
strong, as well as interesting textures and colours. Among the most
commonly enjoyed shellfish are prawns, shrimp, mussels, clams and
scallops, each of which brings its own unique qualities to your menu.
In this practical workshop, we’ll hone your skills in:

Preparation Methods:

Preparation Methods:

Weighing and Measuring, Sieving, Mixing and Kneading, Proving,
Knocking Back, Shaping

Cleaning, Shelling, Washing, Coating, Cutting

Cooking Methods:

Boiling, Frying (Deep/Shallow), Grilling, Steaming, Poaching

Baking, Frying, Glazing, Icing, Filling, Decorating

Extension:
Brioche Bread and Butter Pudding, Meat Preparation, Grilling, Chargrill,
Lamb and Couscous, Pizza Base, Roast Vegetables, Goats Cheese
and Prosciutto, Fried Pain Perdu, Decorating Savarin

Cooking Methods:
Extension:
Making a Fish Stock, Making a Bisque/Stock, Filleting, Cutting Fish,
Gurnard, Monkfish, Bream (Seasonal variations, Rouille, Making Pasta,
Vegetables and Associated Garnish)

Game Workshop
Known for its leanness, and often offering richer, more intense flavour
than domesticated meat, game meat can add a delicious depth to
any savoury meal. Whether cooking furred game, such as venison,
rabbit or bison, or feathered, including pheasant, pigeon, duck, quail or
guinea fowl, game meat is easy to overcook, so many recipes focus on
tenderness through long marinades and low/slow cooking times. This
hands on workshop will focus on:

Preparation Methods:
Checking and Preparing Cavity, Seasoning, Cutting (Portion, Dice,
Whole Bird), Stuffing/ Filling, Trussing

Cooking Methods:
Sealing, Grilling, Griddling, Sautéing, Roasting, Frying (Shallow and
Deep), Braising, Stewing, Combining Cooking Methods

Extension:
Making a Game Stock, Game Jus, Vegetable Components and
Garnish, Risotto
24
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Price on
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The HIT Hospitality Academy is a highly practical
enrichment programme for hospitality team members. It
enhances their skills and makes them shine in key valueadding areas.
We use an innovative, workshop-based training model to hone
apprentices’ skills and build their confidence, boosting job
satisfaction and career prospects. This brings vital commercial
benefits for employers too. In the fast-moving and highly
competitive hospitality sector, top-performing staff can make
the difference between the great venues and the also rans.
Headed by Jeremy Scorer, Academy Principal, and run by
expert trainers at locations across the country, the training
programme brings together the very best in hospitality
excellence to provide learners with the highest quality training,
development and learning in the industry.

Whether you operate a hotel, restaurant or gastro pub, your wine
offering is bound to be an integral part of your customers’
experience. A great wine choice can considerably enhance any
meal, adding an extra dimension to the encounter. In this hands-on
workshop, we’ll look at:
◗ The wide variety of wine styles
◗ Wine tasting and pairing
◗ The art of serving wine
◗ The science of storing wines
◗ Responsibilities associated with wine

Customer Service Excellence Workshop

Beer and Cellar Quality Workshop

The hospitality world has never been as competitive as it is today.
Consumers have unrivalled choices, in their culinary tastes,
location, ambience, price point and much more. But if there’s
one element of the hospitality mix in which you must shine, it’s
customer service. This practical workshop will develop and polish
the skills of your staff, and ensure they’re delivering the very best
service to your guests. We’ll look at:

Beer drinkers are more discerning than ever before, and the
choices are extensive. And so those businesses which offer beers
rely on the skills and knowledge of their staff to ensure customers
have the best possible cellar-related experience. This practical
workshop looks at:

◗ The importance of customer service
◗ The need for effective communication
◗ Presenting a positive professional image
◗ Handling queries and complaints

26

Understanding and Serving Wine Workshop
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◗ Beer basics
◗ Dispensing the ‘perfect pint’
◗ Cellar management and cleanliness
◗ Glassware guidelines
◗ Technical tips
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Spirits, Cocktails and the Art of Mixology Workshop
Cocktails are a high value, high impact element of the beverage
mix. So, it’s key that your serving staff know their spirits and thrive
on the theatrical elements of preparing cocktails. We’ll help polish
their presentation skills and boost their product knowledge, as well
as ensure they really know their way around the tools of the trade.
This hands-on workshop will look at:
◗ Knowledge of spirits
◗ Storage and service
◗ Preparing perfect cocktails

Introduction to Barista Service Workshop
Coffee shops are booming across the nation and competition
has never been so fierce. Your serving staff therefore need to
really know their coffees and teas, and be skilled and slick in their
preparation and presentation. This practical workshop will look at:
◗ Knowledge of coffee and tea
◗ Presentation – drinks and servers
◗ Using the kit

28
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Bespoke
Training

If you or your team would benefit from a
tailored offering of one of our existing qualifications
or a bespoke training course developed to meet your
specific needs, we would welcome the opportunity to work
with you to create a personalised programme.
Whether it be soft skills like communication and teamwork or
something more specific like recruitment and selection, we will
work with you both pre-event and post-event to ensure that your
staff receive the highest level of training and understanding from
our expert trainers.
More importantly, your input ensures that
the final product has an applied and
practical approach that will impact
on your workplace and produce
results that match your objectives.
Please contact us today and we
can arrange for an expert trainer
to visit you.

Contact an
office near you
Over 400 training staff operating from 30
offices countrywide.
◗ Operating nationally
◗ Delivering locally
With a strong local focus, HIT Training offers
coverage throughout the nation. Our skilled
trainers and training consultants are based
in every county of England.

hittraining.co.uk
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